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In the article [3] mentioned in the title it is shown that if the perfect Lee-code 
PL(357,lS.q) exists, then the integer 
p T(357,w = 
15! 
=4 999 004 151 1173 109 375 253 254 6711 647 
must be prime. Conversely if T(357,15)/15! is composite no such perfect Lee-code 
exists. p has been shown to be prime by the following procedure: 
(1) p+ 1 =2J 9 72 l 179 l 451 238 423 9 39 477 335 332 659 733. 
All but the last factor can be shown prime by the Selfridge-Wagstaff strong pseudo- 
prime test (Williams [4]) which is absolute up to 2.5 x lOlo. The last factor q is a 
strong bafe b pseudoprime for b = 2,3,5,7,11, . . . ,97. 
(11) 9- 1 =22 l IS2 9 23 l 1 499 l 2 713 9 11 723 737 
With complete factorization of9- 1, q is shown prime with an inverse of Fermat’s 
Theorem (Williams [4]). 
(III) p is Aown prime using the Lucas sequence (Knuth [l p. 3571). The rank of 
apparition of p, if prime, would dividep- (A/p) =p - (12/p) =p+ 1 where (A/p) is 
the Legendre symbol. We find UP+ I = 0 mod p and &,+ I)/rf 0 for all prime factors, 
r, of p+ 1 other than 2. (U,, is the nth Lucas number.) The hypotheses of Theorem 
5.3 (Lehmer [2, p. 443)) are fulfilled and any prims factors of p must be of the form 
k((p + 1)C3) f 1. If kr 1 these are greater than v’& hence p is prime. 
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